This paper addresses the problem of matching experimental findings with numerical prediction for the extreme experimental levels of pressure-drops observed in the 4:1 sharp-corner contraction flows, as reported by Nigen and Walters (2002) . In this connection, we report on significant success in achieving quantitative agreement between predictions and experiments. This has been made possible by using a new swanINNFM model, employing an additional dissipative function. Notably, one can observe that extremely large pressure-drops may be attained with a suitable selection of the extensional viscous timescale. In addition, and on vortex structure, the early and immediate vortex enhancement for Boger fluids in axisymmetric contractions has also been reproduced, which is shown to be absent in planar counterparts.
Introduction
This study addresses the problem of matching experimental findings with numerical prediction for the extreme experimental levels of pressure-drops observed in some contraction flows observed by Nigen and Walters (2002) . There, significant differences in response were observed between Boger and Newtonian fluids in steady-state axisymmetric contraction flow, which were not apparent in planar counterpart geometries. Here, the new swanINNFM model [Tamaddon-Jahromi et al. (2016) ] is used, which has already proved capable of reproducing large experimental excess pressure-drops (epd) reported for contraction-expansion flow, within smooth corner geometries as in Rothstein and McKinley (2001) . Importantly, contraction flow with sharp corners is a more severe problem to address, offering elevation in pressure-drops of one-order higher than for contraction-expansion flow. It is shown through the present predictive solutions how the new swanINNFM model, with its intrinsic dissipative-factor contributions, can deliver such high levels of experimental pressure-drops for axisymmetric contraction flow, whilst also showing these are absent under planar configurations. Alongside such findings with increasing flow-rate, the corresponding development of flow structure has also been investigated.
In the present paper, numerical computations have been performed through a finite element/finite volume (fe/fv) algorithm, which draws upon some recent and important advances in computational solution strategies to derive high deformation-rate viscoelastic steady-state solutions in complex flows.
This includes using compatible stress/velocity-gradient representation on parent-subcell discretisation, ABS-f-functional constitutive correction (for structure functional f), and a strong centreline continuity/velocity-gradient enforcement. The major conclusion to be drawn from the current investigation is that, by using an appropriate constitutive model and a modern numerical technique, it is possible to obtain quantitative agreement between experiment and numerical prediction in an important rheological flow problem.
Background
In recent decades, there has been considerable activity in the fields of Experimental Rheology and Computational Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechanics. Much progress has been made on all fronts. So far as experiments are concerned, there have been major advances in a number of test problems, most notably contraction flows, flow past a sphere, splashing, and extrudate swell. However, there has often been a frustrating lack of agreement between experimental results and numerical predictions for Boger fluids, and particularly so, on enhanced pressure-drops in contraction-flows and drags in settling problems; see, for example, Tanner 2000, Walters and Webster, 2003; Phillips and Williams, 2002; Alves et al., 2004; Aboubacar et al., 2002 ; agreement has however been established on flow-structure, but not necessarily at comparable deformation rates). This is entirely so as regards continuum modelling, though mesoscopic approaches have begun to move in the right direction. So, for example, Castillo-Tejas et al. (2014) performed simulations on such Boger fluids, using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics and on abrupt contraction-expansion flows. Their molecular studies for circular contractions (aspect-ratio 4), predicted significant pressure-drop enhancement, the closest to experimental epd-findings of 300% being recorded as 150%. This certainly aids and points the way forward for continuum modelling.
Whilst experimental data were being obtained and new numerical techniques were being developed, there was an understandable attitude of tolerance, with disagreements between theory and experiment being blamed on the constitutive models being employed, or deficiencies concerning the numerical techniques employed in what is a far more demanding research area than the corresponding Newtonian Fluid Mechanics situation (see for example, Crochet et al. 1984 and Owens and . Having said that, there has been a growing realization that the time has come to seek quantitative agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental results on pressure-drops particularly. Progress has already been made in some areas (see for example, Binding et al 2006; Walters et al 2009a, b; Pérez-Camacho et al. 2015; Garduño et al. 2016a, b; Tamaddon-Jahromi et al. 2016) , and, in the present paper, we shall attempt to reach agreement in the important and demanding area of contraction flows with sharp corners. We shall consider both planar and axisymmetric configurations and, in particular, we shall attempt to interpret theoretically the provocative experimental results published by Nigen and Walters in 2002. In our earlier work (see, for example, Walters et al. 2009a , b, Tamaddon-Jahromi et al. 2011 , 2016 , we attempted to make progress by considering a contraction/expansion geometry with rounded corners.
In that geometry and context, it was possible to obtain reasonable (qualitative) agreement with the experimental results of Rothstein and McKinley (2001) . However, we now feel that the time is ripe to seek (quantitative) agreement between theory and experiment on pressure-drops for the sharp-corner contraction-flow results of Nigen and Walters (2002) , whilst covering both planar and axisymmetric contractions. Of course, the planar case does not present a significant problem, since viscoelasticity is expected to have a negligible effect on flow resistance in that case!
Governing equations and constitutive modelling

Viscoelastic flow modelling
Under an isothermal setting and for viscoelastic, incompressible flow, the relevant mass, conservation and momentum equations in non-dimensional forms are given by:
where the field variables are u(fluid velocity), p (hydrodynamic pressure), T extra-stress, p τ (polymeric stress) and s τ (solvent stress). Here, d=(∇u+∇u † )/2 is the rate-of-deformation tensor (where superscript † denotes tensor transpose). Existing numerical studies for the Oldroyd B model have failed to predict the significant increases observed experimentally in the Couette correction (which is related to the pressure drop) for Boger fluids (see, for example, Aboubacar et al. 2002; Alves et al. 2003 , Aguayo et al. 2008 , Walters et al. 2008 , 2009 . Moreover, the lack of finite-extensibility of the Oldroyd-B model, and its over-strong quadratic response in the first normal stress difference N 1 , are both features overcome in subsequent work, thereby drawing upon FENE-CR functionality (see Tamaddon-Jahromi et al. 2011) .
As a consequence, a particular model variant, which we have called the swanINNFM(q) has been proposed, arising from the hybrid combination of well-respected White-Metzner and FENE-CR models (WM-FENE-CR, see developments in Tamaddon-Jahromi et al. 2011 , 2016 , and Garduño et al. 2016b ).
Such a model displays the desired properties of constant shear viscosity, finite extensibility (with a bounded extensional viscosity reaching an ultimate plateau), and a first-normal stress-difference ultimately weaker than quadratic. In configuration tensor form, with configuration tensor ( A ), the swanINNFM(q) constitutive equation for this hybrid model may be expressed as:
where ∇ Α represents the upper-convected material derivative of A defined as:
The dissipative function ( ) φ εɺ is defined as
ɺ , a truncated form of the cosh function (see , Tamaddon-Jahromi et al. 2016 , Garduño et al. 2016b ,
where D λ is a material time constant and εɺ is a strain-rate. Following standard convention, a generalised strain-rate εɺ is that adopted based on the second and third invariants of the rate-of-
where
In Eq. (7), εɺ is a generalised rate-of-strain for complex flow, based on the commonly used invariant form, that of the third invariant divided by the second invariant of the rate-of-deformation tensor 1 (definition-I; for discussion on choice, see for example, ). Clearly, this generalised invariant form of εɺ has the correct scale and reduces to the usual extensional strain rate in a uniaxial extensional flow (as in Figure 1 A in (4) and (5) depends on the extensibility parameter L, and is given by:
Then, an increasing value of L, results in a larger plateau-level of extensional viscosity.
One may provide an explanation for the physical basis and understanding of the dissipative material time-scale parameter (λ D ), which substantiates the strong extensional dissipative response. So, for example, fibre suspension additives would point the way here to such a physical mechanism, providing dissipative extensional behaviour, and hence strong strain-hardening effects (yet with little impact on shear properties, see Abdul-Karem et al. (1993) and Baloch and Webster (1995) . Since this idea may be applied under scale-reduction, at the mesoscopic-level to the molecular-level, one can well see how appropriate physics may be constructed to substantiate such effects. One must emphasize at this point, that the swanINNFM(q) model, with an extension-rate dependent viscosity (constant in shear), has already proven well capable of capturing the levels of enhanced pressure drop (Tamaddon-Jahromi et al.
2016) (and drag in counterpart settling flows (Garduño et al. 2016b) , observed in experimental [1]
[2]
measurements, over comparable measures of deformation-rates. Hitherto, this has not proved possible with any other continuum-based model. The present modelling work attempts to distinguish differences associated with and boost extensional viscosity behaviour (hardening), by introducing extensional dissipative effects (inactive in shear) through the incorporation of D λ and dissipative stress, with its impact on pressure-drops (see also arguments in Rothstein & McKinley 1999 on this point). Moreover, experience would dictate that, it is often found difficult to derive a good parameter match and fitting to both experimental shear and elongational data, simultaneously. One notes the experimental epd-data does not come with a prescribed extensional viscosity (yet to be determined); hence from a predictive viewpoint, one only has the pressure-drop data to work with.
swanINNFM(q) extensional viscosity
The extensional viscosity (η e ) for the swanINNFM(q) model is plotted in Figure 1 against the product of extensional strain rate ( ε ɺ ), and a single-averaged relaxation time ( 1 λ 
is a shear-rate based on the second invariant of the rate-of-deformation tensor d , and
Numerical method and discretisation
Hybrid finite element/finite volume scheme
The particular form of the hybrid parent finite element/subcell finite volume method (fe/fv) has been much reported elsewhere, (see Webster et al. 2005; Matallah et al. 1998) . In essence, this employs a semi-implicit, time-splitting, fractional-staged formulation, which invokes finite element discretisation (on the parent cell) for velocity-pressure parts of the system, and finite volume for stress (on child subcells). The time-stepping is cast about a Taylor-Galerkin (TG) discretisation, relying upon a two-step Lax-Wendroff time stepping procedure (predictor-corrector), grafted upon an incremental pressurecorrection (iPC) procedure. Such a pressure-correction implementation ensures second-order temporal accuracy under incompressibility conditions. Utilising concise semi-discrete time-discretisation, as described in Wapperom and Webster (1998) , Webster et al. (2005) and Belblidia et al. (2008) , the schematic representation of the combined three-stage TGPC structure may be expressed on a single time (2003)). The weighted-residual form of the strain-rate stabilisation and structure f -functional during flow evolution. The VGR-correction refers to the particular velocitygradient recovery-correction procedure applied, with its strong centreline continuity enforcement through velocity-gradient imposition, which prevents build-up of spurious numerical noise in solution evolution.
Finite-volume cell-vertex discretisation for configuration tensor
Nodal stress values are computed at the vertices of each fv-subcell. Cell-vertex finite volume techniques in the viscoelastic context have been presented in detail elsewhere (Matallah et al. 1998 , Belblidia et al. 2008 . Hence, only a brief description of the underlying theory is provided, as may be gathered from the non-conservative configuration-tensor form equation 
Such integral flux and source variations are evaluated over each finite volume triangle (Ω l ), and are allocated proportionally by the selected cell-vertex distribution (upwinding) scheme to its three vertices.
The nodal update is obtained by summing all contributions from its control volume Ω l , composed of all fv-triangles surrounding node (l). In addition, these flux and source residuals may be evaluated over two separate control volumes, each associated with a given node (l) within the fv-cell T. This procedure generates two contributions: the first contribution is upwinded and governed over the fv-triangle T, (R T , Q T ); the second contribution is area-averaged and subtended over its unique median-dual-cell zone, (R mdc , Q mdc ).
In this manner, a generalized fv-nodal update equation has been derived, per the configuration-tensor component (Webster et al. 2005) , incorporating appropriate area-weighting to maintain temporal consistency. This has led to a separate treatment of individual time derivative, flux and source terms.
Once integrated over associated control volumes, the corresponding fv-nodal update stencil becomes
where ( ) 
Problem specification
A schematic presentation of the flow geometries is provided in Figure 2 , both planar and circularsymmetric (axisymmetric), reflecting the relevant 4:1 ratio, sharp-corner configuration (and definitions of length parameters, R c , R 1 , R 2 , h). Figure 3 displays the triangular structure, refinement zones and meshing chosen (with characteristic numbers of elements, nodes, degrees-of-freedom (dof), and minimum-element size (h-min)). This choice illustrates the zoomed section around the re-entrant corner, where refinement is based on mesh density in the contraction region. In addition, two summary matrixtables of the current situation and findings for axisymmetric/planar contractions are provided by the current authors in Table 1 (experimental observations) and Table 2 (numerical predictions) for both shear-thinning and constant-viscosity (Boger) fluids. These data provide a time-dated snap-shot of expectation on vortex enhancement and increased pressure-drops, with justification for the various entries in these tables being provided in Boger and Walters (1993) ; Boger et al. (1986) ; Walters and Rawlinson (1982) ; Walters and Tanner (1992) and elsewhere. So, we show in Table 2 the computational matrix corresponding to Table 1 . Here and in terms of calibrating vortex enhancement, we particularly report on change in vortex intensity/strength in the predictions below. We also record counterpart upstream vortex length, but note that changes in this metric are much reduced, as overall vortex-size does not tend to alter anything like as much as intensity. 
Yes Yes Yes
Our preoccupation in the present paper is to interpret the Nigen and Walters (2002) 
Numerical predictions versus experimental data
The predictive matching for the 4:1 axisymmetric contraction data of Nigen and Walters (2002) , covering pressure-drop ( ∆ P-scaled) versus flow-rate (Q-scaled) increase, is provided in summary in The corresponding vortex enhancement trends with rising flow-rate are charted in Figure 10 . This would indicate that there is indeed significant vortex growth as Q rises from ~2 to ~12 units. Here, a large recirculation region is present at flow-rates Q>6 units, occupying the whole region, from salient to re-entrant corner. This trend is amplified with rise in flow-rate to Q=12 units. Here, salient-corner vortex-intensity increases some twenty-three-times, from Q=2.8 to Q=12 units, and the separation streamline displays convex shape (from a recess corner perspective). Moreover, in Figure 10 when taken against increasing flow-rate, evolution is clearly apparent in the dimensionless salient-corner upstream vortex-size (L U ). In this data, the vortex-size for Q=12 units is some 1.5 times larger than that at Q=2.8 units. The associated total pressure-drop increases from 0.24 units at Q=2.8 units, to 1.36 units at Q=12 units, representing a factor-increase of around 5.7. Such consistent correlation in flow response, corresponds to the strong initial strain-hardening (see Figure 1 , in the range just beyond 1 λ εɺ >0.5). In itself, this observation confirms the proposition that extensional viscosity has a major role to play in enhancement of both pressure-drop and vortex activity.
Planar case
Considering the counterpart predictive matching for the 4:1 planar contraction problem and the same two fluids, Newtonian and Boger Fluid 2, one may refer to Figure 11 . Here, there is a null response between these two fluids in the trends of departure of pressure-drop with rising flow-rate. This is replicated in both the experimental ∆ P-data and the predictions with the swanINNFM(q) model. Note, that under planar conditions, through the conventional definition adopted of the generalised strain-rate Figure 12A , conveys the planar salient-corner vortex-intensity trend, shown in contrast to that for the counterpart circular case. Clearly, the circular case vortex enhancement is extremely large in comparison. At Q=7 units, a miniscule lip-vortex is also detectable of intensity (7.26* 10 -5 ), compressed tightly within the cap-zone approaching the re-entrant corner. The intensity of this lip-vortex then significantly magnifies up to (1.1* 10 -3 ) by Q=9 units. An additional zoomed lower-graph is provided in Figure 12A , for the planar salient-corner vortex-intensity alone,
showing the narrow range of flow-rates in which the lip-vortex appears. In Figure 12B , More can be said about the trends in the theoretical vortex activity in the planar-contraction case, but here, we do not wish to detract attention from our basic message and interest in predicting the provocative pressure-drop/flow-rate experiments of Nigen and Walters (2002) . (Please see Appendix I for a fuller discussion on the trends in planar-vortex activity).
Conclusions
So far as 'flow resistance' is concerned, we are encouraged by the quantitative agreement between the present numerical predictions for the swanINNFM model and the experimental data provided by Nigen and Walters (2002) . We believe this to be a major step forward in the much sort-for quantitative agreement between experimental data and numerical predictions. Notably, one can observe that extremely high pressure-drops may be attained with a suitable selection of the extensional viscous time-
The particular vortex structure was not a major concern in the Nigen and Walters work, but convincing evidence of early and immediate vortex enhancement for Boger fluids in axisymmetric contractions has been provided. However, there is no such equivalent evidence of strong early vortex enhancement in the planar case.
The numerical solutions we have provided in Figures 6 to 12 , for the flow structure in both axisymmetric and planar contractions, are certainly consistent with expectation and the data in Tables 1   and 2 . 
